
Evolution Misconceptions Activity 

 

Two common misconceptions of evolution are actually the mirror opposites of each other. One is 

that evolution is akin to a quick, cartoonish, directed process of change. In reality, evolution is the 

result of randomized mutations over successive generations, and so is often very difficult to 

“observe.” 

However, it is also a misconception that evolution is always a long, unobservable process. In fact, 

evolution can occur very quickly, depending on the changes involved and the organisms in 

question. Organisms with short lifespans and quick rates of producing offspring can provide 

examples of evolutionary change in a timeframe that humans can observe. This can be shown using 

a simple deck of cards. 

 

Materials 

• Deck of Cards 

Class Activity 

• Presentation: Introduce example of Utah mice quickly moving towards two species with 

different coloured coats (http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/selection/comparative/) 

• Students (in groups at tables) are given a deck of cards – one deck per table. Jokers are 

removed, and students take the top ten cards and arrange them into pairs.  

• Next step is to randomly four cards for each pair, to represent that pair’s offspring – 

however, only pairs that have at least one black card can have black card offspring (they 

can also have red cards). Two red card pairs can only have red 

• Now, inform the students that an environmental change has made it much harder to 

survive as a red card. As a result, after students remove the original parent generation, 

they must remove half of the red offspring cards.  

• The remaining offspring are paired, and another set of four offspring are divvied to each 

pair, using the same rules of before. Half of the red second generation offspring are 

removed.  

• Over successive generations, the proportion of black cards increases quickly 

Follow Up 

 

• Follow up would have students in small groups research examples of evolution 

happening within a short (human-observational) timeframe.  

 

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/selection/comparative/

